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Greater Manchester Higher
Greater Manchester Higher is a network
of higher education providers in Greater
Manchester. We work together to raise
awareness of higher education and the
ambitions of young people through providing
impartial information, advice and guidance
(IAG), alongside a menu of outreach activities.
We deliver the government-funded Uni
Connect programme in Greater Manchester,
a programme that aims to support the
government’s social mobility goals, by rapidly
increasing the number of young people from
underrepresented groups entering higher
education.

For support in planning
your progressive
programme of activities,
please contact your local
hub manager. Details can
be found on page 11.
You can find more
information about the
activities in this booklet and
how to book: gmhigher.ac.uk

Targeting
For any school-organised activity (subjectspecific, hub-funded, projects) 66% of learners
need to be from a target postcode.
For the remaining 33%, learners from the
following groups should be targeted:
• Looked after children/care leaver
• Disability (including long-term health
condition and additional needs)
• Young Carers
• Free School Meals
• First-generation HE
• Asylum seeker/refugee status
• Military family/service children
For activities where individual learners
sign-up (summer schools), those who meet
postcode criteria will be prioritised, followed
by those who meet additional WP criteria.

As our activities are fully funded,
there is no cost for schools/colleges

The events that have been offered have given our
students the confidence and skills to progress to their
next steps.They have been given access to effective
mentors, opportunities and advice which has been even
more important during the last 12 months.
Angela Gregory, Progression and Welfare Manager, Winstanley College
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Meeting your
Gatsby Benchmarks

Regional Progression
Framework

We’ve mapped the content and learning
outcomes from our activities to Gatsby
benchmarks. This means when your students
work with us, it can count towards your
school’s CEIAG strategy (Careers Education,
Information, Advice and Guidance).

Our progression framework helps you to plan
activities for your learners. It covers three
phases of learning and preparation for higher
education courses and apprenticeships:

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

A stable careers programme
Learning from career and labour
market information
Addressing the needs of each pupil
Linking curriculum learning to careers
Encounters with employers
and employees
Experiences of workplaces
Encounters with further and
higher education
Personal guidance

Introductory, Development, Consolidation
Most of our Post-16 activties are
consolidation level.
The idea is that over time, learners that
repeatedly engage with Greater Manchester
Higher will make informed and supported
decisions around higher education and
careers.
All of our activities have learning outcomes
linked to:
LO1 Awareness
LO2 Pathways
LO3 Attainment
LO4 Finance
LO5 Career Ready
LO6 Confidence and Resilience
You can find out more about the Regional
Progression Framework here:
gmhigher.ac.uk/teachers

In 2019/20 GM Higher worked with

176 schools and colleges, delivering

1,039
activities to

18,901
learners

Taken from HEAT evaluation data, September 2020
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IAG – In School
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On request
Workshops: 45 minutes and are suitable for groups of up to 30.
Preparing for HE

Introducing The Pay Index

LO1 LO2 LO5

LO1 LO4 LO5

Gatsby

Gatsby

7

This workshop provides an overview of all
higher education routes that are available at
age 18+. We introduce impartial sources of
IAG and discuss what is needed to make a
successful application.

I enjoyed everything. It was
very was very interesting
and helpful for preparing
me for university.
First-year Level 3 Learner,
Preparing for HE 2021

Interview Skills

It brings to life Labour Market Information and
looks at projected student finance repayments
to get the learner thinking about life after
university.
As follow-up to this workshop, we recommend
that learners be booked on to a 1-2-1 HE
guidance interview with one of our Graduate
Advisors.

Student Life

LO1 LO5 LO6

LO2 LO5 LO6

Gatsby

Gatsby
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Being fully prepared for assessment and
interview is important for learners applying
for competitive Higher Level and Degree
Apprenticeships, and selective UCAS courses.
This workshop looks at techniques and best
practice, as well as ‘tips’ on how to prepare.

Degree or Apprenticeship
LO1 LO2 LO5

Gatsby

7

Increasingly, this is becoming a key decision
for many post-16 learners. Higher and Degree
Level Apprenticeships are ‘fee free’, but
they remain very competitive to secure. This
session helps learners look at the ‘pros and
cons’ of apprenticeship pathways, how to
source vacancies and make a competitive
application.
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This workshop helps learners to explore
the earning potential of higher education
graduates by using The Pay Index platform. It
uses public data sources to track the outcomes
of graduates after higher education, relative to
what subject they studied and where.
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Hear directly from our student ambassadors
who are studying for higher education
qualifications in the region’s universities and
colleges. They will pass on their advice on
to how to ‘survive and thrive’ at university,
tackling issues such as budgeting, adapting
to the new learning environment, making the
most of the student experience and advice
around managing the UCAS process.

Budgeting Skills
LO4 LO5 LO6

Gatsby

7

This workshop will enable learners to
understand more about university finance,
day-to-day living costs and how to develop
money management skills to support
independent living.

For other Post-16 activity, such as personal statement support and student
finance presentations, please contact the individual universities directly:
Manchester Metropolitan University: schoolsoutreach@mmu.ac.uk
The University of Manchester: schoolsandcolleges@manchester.ac.uk
University of Bolton: schoolsandcolleges@bolton.ac.uk
University of Salford: workwithus@salford.ac.uk
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Parents and supporters have a big influence
on learners’ decisions, including what and
where to study. Given the many changes
happening across higher education, including
the increase in Higher and Degree level
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1-2-1 HE
guidance

Subject-specific
activity

Gatsby

HE Subject Tasters

7

8

Our staff can conduct 1-2-1 guidance
interviews with learners from target
postcodes who you think will benefit most
from this activity. The interviews have an
explicit focus on research and planning for
higher education. They are designed to
complement your existing careers provision.
These sessions will introduce learners to
online platforms and help them match
their skills and qualities to potential HE
courses. We can then follow-up with another
interview to check how they plan to apply
this learning.
For these sessions, we have collaborated
with The Pay Index – an online platform that
brings Labour Market Information, university
course trends and graduate outcomes to life.
NB: We expect these sessions to meet one or
more learning objectives from our Regional
Progression Framework

LO1 LO2 LO5

Gatsby
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These interactive events provide an in-depth
experience into what it is like to study a higher
education subject.

Curriculum Connections
LO1 LO3 LO5

Gatsby

4
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These curriculum enrichment activities cover a
range of curriculum areas from Social Sciences
and STEM to Creative Arts and Vocational.
They are designed to enhance students’
current learning, whilst offering an insight into
university-level learning.

Industry Insights
LO1 LO2 LO5

Gatsby

4

5

7

These activities are geared towards
highlighting the opportunities, careers and
employment options higher education can
bring, whilst also providing information
about progression routes into particular
industries. Labour Market Information is
used to inform this programme and where
possible meaningful employer interactions are
embedded into these activities.
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Online Brightside Mentoring
All communication takes place through
Brightside’s dedicated online mentoring
platform and app. Learners will be matched
with an online mentor and they will send and
receive messages, and complete e-learning
activities designed to support them.
Apply Programme
Y13 / Second-year Level 3

Insight Programme
Y12 / First Year Level 3

LO1 LO2 LO4 LO5 LO6

LO1 LO2 LO6

Gatsby

Gatsby

7

8

5

7
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Duration: 6 weeks
February 2022 – April 2022

Our HE Apply programme supports Year 13
students to successfully progress into higher
education by helping them to:

Our Sector Insight programmes have been
designed with leading employers to enable
young people with interest in particular sectors
to understand:

• Choose a suitable course
• Navigate the application process
• Write a strong personal statement
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Duration: 12 - 16 weeks
September 2021– January 2022

• Routes into the sector
• Roles within the sector

• Deal with offers

• Workplace culture and professionalism

Mentors will be current HE students studying
at one of Greater Manchester Highers’ partner
institutions.

• Skills required for the industry

• Career progression
Mentors will be either from industry or HE
and the following strands are offered: Higher/
Degree Apprenticeships, Business, Creative
and Digital, Education, Engineering, Finance,
Healthcare, IT, Law and Medicine.

Uni:4U summer schools
Y12 / First-year Level 3
LO1 LO2 LO3 LO4 LO5 LO6

Gatsby
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Our Uni:4U programme provides learners
with a real-life insight into higher education
and student life, through taking part in
a number of activities and working with
current HE students and learners from other
schools. Our Uni:4U events take place in
June and July, however we are unable to
confirm the delivery mode of this year’s
programme. Programmes may be face to
face, virtual or blended. A full detailed
programme will be released early in the
spring term.

It was great speaking
to professionals who work
for the NHS and listening
to their career paths, it
was very insightful and
interesting.
Year 12 Learner, Virtual Gateway to Health &
Social Care Uni:4U 2021
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Targeted
Learners
Various dates/lengths
Gatsby 3 7
Whilst we try to include all learners in our
activities, we recognise that certain groups of
learners may need additional information and
support to guide them to progress to HE. We
have a specific programme of activity for
learners who are in local authority care,

learners with disabilities, learning difficulties,
long-term health conditions and mental health
conditions or have caring responsibilities.
More information can be found:
gmhigher.ac.uk/targeted-learners

Parent and Carer Engagement
On request

Parents and carers have a big influence upon
their child’s decision-making, therefore we are
keen to support and guide parents/carers in
this process.
If you would like to book a talk for parents/
carers, we are happy to tailor accordingly.
Topics could include the value of higher
education, university and alternative routes,
and research and decision-making.
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We also have a range of activities and
resources on our website:
gmhigher.ac.uk/parents-and-carers.
We continue to look at innovative ways in
which to engage parents and carers.
Please get in touch if you would like to work
with us: gmhigher@mmu.ac.uk

Teacher
and Advisor
Continuing
Professional
Development
(CPD)
On request
We offer relevant CPD sessions for teachers
and advisors providing impartial messages on
the following themes:
• Undergraduate admissions trends
• Non-traditional routes into Higher Education

• Demystifying Higher Level and Degree
Apprenticeships
We are always willing to tailor staff CPD to
meet the needs of your team/school. To
discuss our CPD offer further, please email:
gmhigher@mmu.ac.uk

What to do next?
Our hub managers are your single point of contact for engagement with our programme. They
can support you to build a coherent and progressive programme of activity for your postcode
target learners, please contact your local hub manager to arrange a planning meeting:
Manchester

Chris Delaney

CDelaney@ucenmanchester.ac.uk

Oldham, Stockport &
Tameside and Bury,
Bolton & Rochdale

Vicky Sinfield

vicky.sinfield@tameside.ac.uk

Salford and Trafford

Andrea Dapoto

andrea.dapoto@salfordcc.ac.uk

Wigan

Colin Stanfield

c.stanfield@wigan-leigh.ac.uk

Our graduate advisors can also support your school/college to engage with the postcode
targeted programme. This includes organising transport, assisting with visits and working
intensively with learners to support their aspirations.

Online Resources
We also have a suite of virtual resources, covering topics such as budgeting, apprenticeships,
preparing for higher education and much more!
gmhigher.ac.uk/resources
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@GM_Higher
@GreaterMcrHigher
@gm_higher

@xxxx
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gmhigher.ac.uk

